Undergraduate Curriculum Committee  
Agenda  
March 12, 2020  
UC 221 at 3:30 pm

I. Announcements
   A. March curriculum meeting will be used for clean-up and addressing all curriculum changes needed due to approved proposals.
   B. Curriculum reps need to review all approved proposals from their respective departments and insure all needed curriculum changes due to approved proposals are in workflow.
   C. No curriculum proposals entertained at April meeting.

II. Unfinished Business
   A. Remind faculty to use templates when creating new programs. It will make the process much easier.
   B. Course changes and program modifications should be submitted to workflow at the same time. Department representatives to review their programs for any needed modification due to course changes already approved.
   C. April meeting to include voting on revised curriculum manual, revised calendar and descriptions for reserved numbers which will be included in manual.
   D. Work can continue in CIM but not submit to workflow until later this summer.

III. Ex-Officio Reports
   A. Assistant Vice President of Academic Affairs for Assessment and Accreditation
   B. Registrar
   C. Financial Aid
   D. Library
   E. Catalog Description Reviewer
   F. Essential Learning

IV. Curriculum Proposals
   (A) Proposals - ART

       Course Modification
       1. ARTE 494: Studio Art Senior Seminar
(B) Proposals - Biology

Course Addition
1. BIOL 351: Ecological Physiology
2. BIOL 351L: Ecological Physiology Laboratory

Course Modification
1. BIOL 113: Outdoor Survival

(C) Proposals - Business

Course Addition
1. CISB 211: Introduction to Cybersecurity
2. CISB 221: Introduction to Digital Forensics
3. CISB 311: Fundamentals of Cloud Security
4. HMG 311: Experiential Travel
5. HMG 371: Events Management
6. MANG 370: Leadership

Course Modification
1. HRMA 478: Advanced Human Resource Management

Program Addition
1. International Business – Minor
2. Cybersecurity – Minor with Computer Science

Program Modification
1. 3119: Business Administration: Entrepreneurship
2. 3122: Business Administration: Business Economics
3. 3125: Business Administration: Finance
4. 3126: Business Administration: Management
6. 3173: Business Administration: Business Analytics

(D) Proposals – Computer Science and Engineering

Course Modification
1. CSCI 370: Computer Security

(E) Proposals – Teacher Education

Course Modification
1. EDUC 440: Methods of Teaching Language and Literacy: EC
2. EDUC 442: Integrating Literacy Across the Curriculum: Secondary and K-12 Art
3. EDUC 475: Classroom Management for K-12 Educators
(F) Proposals – Health Sciences

Course Addition
1. NURS 457: Obstetrical Nursing
2. NURS 458: Pediatric Nursing
3. SUTE 202L: Fundamentals in Surgical Technology Laboratory
4. SUTE 212L: Surgical Procedures I Laboratory

Course Deletion
1. NURS 459: Family/Maternal/Child Nursing
2. SUTE 204: Basic Surgical Technology Skills Lab
3. SUTE 214: Surgical Procedures II

Course Modification
1. NURS 459L: Obstetrical and Pediatric Nursing Clinical
2. NURS 472: Professional Development II: Health Informatics
3. SUTE 200: Medical Terminology in Surgical Technology
4. SUTE 202: Fundamentals in Surgical Technology
5. SUTE 206: Pharmacology for Surgical Technology
6. SUTE 210: Safety and Equipment
7. SUTE 212: Surgical Procedures I
8. SUTE 218: Specialty Surgical Procedures
9. SUTE 220: Surgical Clinical I
10. SUTE 230: Surgical Clinical II
11. SUTE 240: Surgical Clinical III

Program Modification
1. 1651: Surgical Technology

(G) Proposals - Kinesiology

Course Addition
1. KINA 108A: Stand Up Paddle Boarding
2. KINA 111A: Rock Climbing II
3. KINA 123A: Racquet Sports
4. KINA 131A: Aerobics
5. KINA 135A: Backcountry Winter Travel
6. KINA 169A: Flow Yoga
7. KINA 180V: Varsity Sport Participation

Course Addition
1. OREC 205: Foundations of Outdoor Recreation Industry Studies
2. OREC 305: Outdoor Industry Business
3. OREC 311: Avalanche Rescue Techniques and Theory
4. OREC 312: Swiftwater Rescue Techniques and Theory
5. OREC 313: Rock Climbing Instructor and Rope Rescue
6. OREC 315: Professional Outdoor Guide
7. OREC 350: Community Health and the Outdoor Recreation Industry
8. OREC 405: Outdoor Recreation Leadership, Programming, Education, and Assessment

Course Modification
1. KINA 101: Beginning Swimming
2. KINA 102: Intermediate Swimming
3. KINA 103: Springboard Diving
4. KINA 104: Water Polo
5. KINA 105: Water Aerobics
6. KINA 106: Beginning Scuba
7. KINA 107: Advanced Scuba
8. KINA 108: Canoeing
9. KINA 109: Kayaking
10. KINA 110: River Rafting
11. KINA 111: Rock Climbing
12. KINA 112: Hiking
13. KINA 115: Beginning Golf
14. KINA 115A: Disc Golf and Ultimate Frisbee
15. KINA 116: Intermediate Golf
16. KINA 117: Badminton
17. KINA 118: Karate
18. KINA 119: Archery
19. KINA 120: Backpacking
20. KINA 121: Beginning Tennis
21. KINA 121A: Pickleball
22. KINA 122: Intermediate Tennis
23. KINA 126: Fitness Walking
24. KINA 127: Physical Conditioning
25. KINA 128: Intermediate Weight Training
26. KINA 129: Weight Training
27. KINA 133: Downhill Skiing
28. KINA 134: Snowboarding
29. KINA 137: Fencing
30. KINA 137A: Intermediate Fencing
31. KINA 138: Step Aerobics
32. KINA 140: Snowshoeing
33. KINA 142: Self-Defense
34. KINA 143: Orienteering
35. KINA 144: Pilates
36. KINA 146: Indoor Cycling
37. KINA 151: Adaptive Physical Activity
38. KINA 152: Softball
39. KINA 156: Soccer
40. KINA 157: Adaptive Physical Activity II
41. KINA 160A: Nordic Skiing
42. KINA 161: Two-Person Outdoor Volleyball
43. KINA 162: Volleyball
44. KINA 163: Intermediate Volleyball
45. KINA 164: Beginning Basketball
46. KINA 165: Intermediate Basketball
47. KINA 166: Flag Football
48. KINA 166A: Touch Rugby
49. KINA 167: Tai Chi
50. KINA 168: Introduction to Yoga
51. KINA 169: Hatha Yoga Relaxation
52. KINA 170: Zumba
53. KINA 171: Adaptive Skiing/Snowboarding
54. KINA 174: Social Dance
55. KINA 175: Snorkeling/Free Diving
56. KINE 265: Emergency Care
57. KINE 497: Pre-Internship in Physical Education

Program Modification
1. 3137: Kinesiology: K-12 Education
2. 3138: Exercise Science
3. 3150: Fitness and Health Promotion
4. M104: Exercise Science – Minor

(H) Proposals - Math

Course Addition
1. MATC 092: Foundations of Algebra

Course Modification
1. MATH 110: College Mathematics – GTMA1
2. MATH 113 – College Algebra – GTMA1

(I) Proposals - Music

Course Addition
1. MUSA 122: Class Guitar
2. MUSA 312: Electronic Music
3. MUSA 367: Arts Management

Course Modification
1. MUSA 311: Advanced Music Technology
2. MUSA 317: Applied Orchestration and Arranging
3. MUSA 363: Music Industry and Marketing
4. MUSA 365: Entrepreneurship for Creatives
5. MUSL 138: Composition
6. MUSL 238: Composition
7. MUSL 338: Composition
8. MUSL 438: Composition
9. MUSP 141: Symphony Orchestra
10. MUSP 144: Jazz Ensemble  
11. MUSP 145: Chamber Ensembles  
12. MUSP 156: Vocal Arts Ensemble  
13. MUSP 157: Tenor/Bass Choir  
14. MUSP 158: Soprano/Alto Choir  
15. MUSP 162: Commercial Ensemble  
16. MUSP 241: Symphony Orchestra  
17. MUSP 244: Jazz Ensemble  
18. MUSP 245: Chamber Ensembles  
19. MUSP 256: Vocal Arts Ensemble  
20. MUSP 257: Tenor/Bass Choir  
21. MUSP 258: Soprano/Alto Choir  
22. MUSP 262: Commercial Ensemble  
23. MUSP 341: Symphony Orchestra  
24. MUSP 344: Jazz Ensemble  
25. MUSP 345: Chamber Ensembles  
26. MUSP 356: Vocal Arts Ensemble  
27. MUSP 357: Tenor/Bass Choir  
28. MUSP 358: Soprano/Alto Choir  
29. MUSP 362: Commercial Ensemble  
30. MUSP 441: Symphony Orchestra  
31. MUSP 444: Jazz Ensemble  
32. MUSP 445: Chamber Ensembles  
33. MUSP 456: Vocal Arts Ensemble  
34. MUSP 457: Tenor/Bass Choir  
35. MUSP 458: Soprano/Alto Choir  
36. MUSP 462: Commercial Ensemble

Program Modification
1. 3253: Music: Liberal Arts  
2. 3281: Music with Elective Studies in Business  
3. 3285: Music Performance - Instrumental Performance  
5. 3287: Music Performance - Vocal Performance

(J) Proposals – Social and Behavioral Sciences

Course Addition
1. ADAP 460: Advanced Addictions Practice  
2. PSYC 345: Abnormal Child Psychology

Course Deletion
1. ARKE 320: Colorado Archaeology

Course Modification
1. ANTH 222: World Prehistory-GTSS3
Program Modification
1. 1710: Cultural Resource Management
2. 1770: Geographic Information Science and Technology
3. 3780: Applied Anthropology and Geography
5. M725: Archaeology - Minor
6. 3724: Psychology: Counseling Psychology
7. 3726: Psychology

(K) Proposals – Physical and Environmental Sciences

Course Modification
1. GEOL 404: Geophysics
2. GEOL 404L: Geophysics Laboratory
3. ENVS 370: Renewable Energy

Course Addition
1. ENVS 378: Permaculture Design
2. ENVS 378L: Permaculture Design Laboratory

Course Deletion
1. ENVS 278: Permaculture Design
2. ENVS 278L: Permaculture Design Laboratory

Program Modification
1. 3443: Environmental Science and Technology
2. 1464: Sustainability Practices – Certificate

(L) Proposals – Theatre Arts

Program Addition
1. : Theatre Arts: Design/Technology - BFA

Program Deactivation
1. 3262: Theatre Arts: Design/Technology - BA

(M) Proposals – Academic Affairs

Course Addition
1. INOV 310: The Process of Innovation
2. INOV 320: Innovation Launch
3. INOV 450: Innovation Garage

Program Addition
1. : Innovation - Certificate
V. Information Items

A. CIM Focus Group in May.
B. Brainstorm ideas to improve the curriculum process

VI. New Business